
Sharing ideas, artwork, stories, memories, traditions and hope, 
and connecting with those we care for.

Kettle’s Yard are working with Cambridge African Network and artist Hilary Cox Condron to 
design and print a series of greetings cards as part of their Campaign for Empathy project.

CAmbridge African Network

Help to create 
artwork and share 
memories for new 

greetings card designs 
to share with  

Cambridge African 
Network and beyond.

“It shows togetherness, it shows support for one 
another and the community and it shows the bringing 

together of performers and spectators at a  
special time.” 

Rebecca Imhagwe, CAN.
INSIDE: Help to create a Cambridge African Network Human Pyramid 

community collage!

Design a  
SHARING TOGETHER 

symbol

Be inspired by these Adinkra 
symbols from Ghana to create 
your own designs showing what 
‘sharing together’ means to you. 

Find out more about Adrinka at 
www.adinkrasymbols.org

Please email your designs to
openhouse@kettlesyard.cam.ac.uk

http://www.adinkrasymbols.org
mailto:mailto:openhouse%40kettlesyard.cam.ac.uk?subject=


The photo on the front page, which was emailed to the Sharing Together project by Amaka, has 
inspired us to create a Cambridge African Network Human Pyramid collage. Please can you help by 
creating a picture of yourself, a friend or someone in your family to add to it. You could decorate and 

colour in the figures here, or draw your own. Create as many figures as you like - and invite the rest of 
your family to join in too.

 

Please photograph or scan your artwork and email it to openhouse@kettlesyard.cam.ac.uk

mailto:mailto:openhouse%40kettlesyard.cam.ac.uk?subject=


 Who is your figure? Think about what they are wearing. Could they be holding an item that is 
important to them, too? Use pencils, pens, coloured paper and cut out magazines to decorate 

your figure. You could use the outline as a guide but change the position of the arms and legs if 
you’d like to.

Please photograph or scan your artwork and email it to openhouse@kettlesyard.cam.ac.uk

mailto:mailto:openhouse%40kettlesyard.cam.ac.uk?subject=


Share you memories or stories of Africa and Cambridge, or ask family or friends to describe  
a favourite memory. Remember to ask where and when the memory is from and how old they  

were at the time.
Examples of memories you could gather include memories from childhood, family stories and 

traditions, a treasured item and why it is so important to you, or early impressions and memories  
of Cambridge. 

Sharing food is at the heart of so many celebrations and gatherings - bringing family and friends 
together and bringing happy memories. 

Draw, share the recipe or describe your favourite food to share.

Please write your memories, photograph or scan your drawing or recipe  
and email to openhouse@kettlesyard.cam.ac.uk

If you are happy for your memories and recipies to be shared on line, they could be archived at
capturingcambridge.org/blackheritage
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